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Abstract:Abstract:  
 
In post dictatorial recovery years and the following strong growth period in the so called 
African Tiger Economy of Uganda, some marginalized groups have been left behind, in 
spite of the strong development in the recent development found the last ten years. One of 
these groups are the group of “street citizens”, as defined in this working paper. All too 
often the concepts used referring to the individuals forced to find their survival with a 
base of living in the streets, are focused on what they are not having, “parentless” and/or 
“homeless”. In this paper they are referred to as what they are and giving a concept that 
reflect to what they still have. A citizenship, following their state of existence, and being 
forced by various reasons to find their means of survival operating from and spending 
their nights in the streets. The main reasons being orphanage due to parents dying in 
diseases as AIDS or the October 2000 Ebola virus epidemic, domestic violence and/or 
sexual abuse being forced to leave their parent home of this reason, or the whole family 
being in the streets due to the unemployment and not being able to pay the rent as a 
consequence. Also a group defined in the local social construction and vocabulary as being 
just “stubborn”, or as we refer to often, as “juvenile criminals”. Still, according to source, 
being a minority. 
 
The social construction made in the cultural context are often that they are defined as 
“idle” and having “disorderly behaviour”, even used as reasons to hold them guilty with 
the crime with this as a acquisition ground. This is the prejudice that they have to meet, 
often being harassed by the police. In order to give an alternative view of what they have, 
and not what they lack (parents and/or homes), we made this survey collection, to try to 
reflect some less covered aspects of their respective lives, where they still hold their 
resource of their existence and being, found in the strongly marginalized situation of 
living in the streets. What are their entrepreneurial attitudes? What are their dreams? 
How should they use some small capital – for short term consumption, or long term 
investment? To illustrate this the strongest, they were asked unprejudiced to illustrate 
their dream with a children’s painting. Around 50 surveys were collected, and are 
reflecting a various set of dream pictures, dominated by houses wanted to have to live in, 
but also some unusual exceptions reflecting future wanted occupations in one way or 
another. A summary and reflection around every question in the survey are given. 
 
A preliminary conclusion is that here within lies an untapped resource of strong, survival 
oriented human spirit, just waiting to be flourished. 
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I. Background –  
and the motive and original purpose behind this Dream Collection 
 
 
When I was standing that morning at Landvetter Airport on my Minor Field Study trip 

to come, I had no idea that I would present this paper, or even to include it in my Master’s 

Thesis either.  

 

Being downtown Kampala the first day, you just had to walk a few meters, to be met by 

the hands, and the children asking you “please, could I have a 100 shilling? Please, 

Muzungu?”. Muzungu meaning white man nowadays. And known to be in general at 

least five times more wealthy than the Ugandans. 

 

I hold the view that you should not be giving a beggar this short term solution, and after 

some weeks, where my heart was hurting every time I had to ignore them holding this 

attitude, I was thinking of how to provide a possible, maybe somewhat untried, solution 

with a different twist. When it was about to be formulated and turning into action, just 

before I was beginning to say, angrily, with respect – “there is more than a beggar in you – 

you got a mind and a heart!”. Adding – “if I give you money you will just kill the hunger 

for today!”. They smiled strongly, and felt that this somewhat gave them some sense of 

human value back. This comment became my steady one, also coming with “I will not 

give you money. I will try to give you opportunities!”. 

 

The idea, I had discussed with my field tutor1, was that a way to generate means for them 

to build their own home for the orphans in a highly participatory manner had come up. 

 

Why not ask them to take what they have – their imaginatory mind – and beg for them to 

give something to the world, holding a value? In an attempt to have a trade, and not this 

inequal situation of one part being disempowered, relying on the arbitrary passer by just 

tossing them some few coins. If they had some luck in this gambling. All too filled with 

hazard. 

 

                                                 
1 Joseph Muwonge – how I met him, and the function he has been fulfilling, will be told in full in the Master’s 
Thesis to come. 



If we would ask them to paint their dreams, their hidden desires, the thought never 

thought of maybe even with themselves, and to publish that in a book, and have it sold – 

where the difference in between revenue and cost, without compromise should be 

returned in full to build themselves both a home, and also a common capital base used for 

micro credit purposes, in order to fulfil their dreams? And thus, letting them for real have 

the sense of a strong co-operation, where I have the opportunity to have it designed, 

published, printed and financed in the first place, in an equal partnership with full respect 

for their personalities and respective will and intentions? 

 

The dreams were about to be collected.The dreams were about to be collected.  



II. Some central concepts with discussionSome central concepts with discussion –  
and the story about the citizens living in the street from a nearby soul and 
fellow man knowing them 
 
This is a story about human beings.  

 

And to which it was about to be realized, it was written in the Social Construct 

scientifical attitude, as defined by Berger and Luckmann in the sixties. Whereby the 

relations in between human beings are a result of social constructions, and where a 

vocabulary is chosen to describe both relations and our world around us. Also opening up 

for the possibility to reconstruct them. 

 

“Idlers, street kids, stubborn, having disorderly behaviour.” “Idlers, street kids, stubborn, having disorderly behaviour.”   

 

These are the concept filled with negative values when people refer to the human beings 

of flesh and blood forced of structural, human created, reasons to be living in the streets. 

 

Often being harassed by the police. Suffering from the triple marginalization – in the their 

own extended families often not being welcomed with their full heart if the parents are 

dead, in the country viewing them as pick pockets and juvenile criminals – “stubborn” – 

and globally the country as a whole being marginalized in the global economy as a whole. 

Taking up higher speed every day, and leaving these souls all too often way behind. One 

of the most extreme survival situations to be found. 

 

And the strange thing they are increasing in number, still with so many NGO’s - on the 

paper anyways - working on to have their situation improved. I was told there was almost 

a triple figure when it was coming in the number of NGO’s registered with the Street Kid 

agenda written.    

 

Give us one example of how it appears in the newspapers. In the next page, we have the 

independent newspaper the Monitor, from May 7, 2002, referring to them as the 

mentioned “idlers” – implying that it is fully their own fault of being there trying to 

survive. 



 

 

 

 

 

Facsimile from The Monitor, May 7, 2002. 



With this, being punished twice. First losing their parents or being forced to leave home 

due to be molested and mistreated by parents. And now - held without a formal crime, 

according to the constitution in the country. “Idlery and disorderly behaviour” not being 

formal crimes.  

 

Some of our friends found in the group, was taken away in a “street clean up act” from the 

newly elected Mayor Ssebana, as this news story referring to. In short, unjust, and with 

actions proven to be only temporary, to the experience we had that in a few weeks time, 

they were out in the street again, some of them. 

 

WhyWhy this? this?  

 

I was told by a man, former Ugandan champion in Boxing and knowing everyone living 

in the street by first name, working with them actively since three years back, who 

volunteered to give us some deep background facts about their situation. His name is Ivan. 

This is  a result of an interview with him. 

 

There are four major reasons why they are found there, according to him. 

 

1.1.  They have lost their parents in diseases such as Aids or Ebola (an epidemic taking They have lost their parents in diseases such as Aids or Ebola (an epidemic taking 

place in October 2000)place in October 2000)  

2.2.  They have been abusedThey have been abused in the home  in the home –– referred to as domestic violence reasons,  referred to as domestic violence reasons, 

forcing them to leave home.forcing them to leave home.  

3.3.  They have been forced to flee, the whole family, due to civil insecurity and They have been forced to flee, the whole family, due to civil insecurity and 

political instability, especially in the west bordering DRC, the Democratic political instability, especially in the west bordering DRC, the Democratic 

Republic of Congo,Republic of Congo, or the northern Uganda  or the northern Uganda –– with the Kony rebels active in the  with the Kony rebels active in the 

LRA LRA –– Lord’s Resistance Army; or parent’s losing home due to unemployment not  Lord’s Resistance Army; or parent’s losing home due to unemployment not 

being able to fulfil rent payment.being able to fulfil rent payment.  

4.4.  The fourth being, the voluntary choice of the juvenile criminal lifestyle The fourth being, the voluntary choice of the juvenile criminal lifestyle –– still  still 

being a very small minority, creating the negative reputation for the group as a being a very small minority, creating the negative reputation for the group as a 

whole.whole.  

 



And when being returned back home to far away relatives often found in the village, they 

were not really welcome (even if they are met with “happy tears” and welcoming in the 

first place, praising the Lord that they were not dead and s0). And this being felt, having 

them soon to return to Kampala again after one or two weeks, according to Ivan.  

 

So how to create a new situation for them? We can begin by choosing a new vocabularyvocabulary 

when talking about them. An act of social reconstruction. 

 

• They are citizens in the country.They are citizens in the country.  

  

• They are living in the street.They are living in the street.  

 

These two facts, joining up in the concept we have been chosen since that day to be; 

 

Street Citizens.Street Citizens.  

 

When we called them this the first time, they were meeting us with a smile. A result of 

them being met with respect for what they are, recognizing them the value of citizenship 

in the country, and not a plaque of unwanted human waste as before. Re-establishement of 

their integrity was about to come. 

 

With this, focusing what they have. Yes, a mind, a heart, a soul, a conciousness and the 

ability to develop their talents and creativity. If given the chance. And not focusing what 

they don’t have. Being a kid, “parentless”, an orphan. Being an adult or a kid without a 

home, “homless”. 

 

Instead, filled with life. And trained street survival skills undergoing very hard 

conditions. Sleeping in the doorways, washing in the fountains and ponds, eating from the 

garbage containers and the restaurant takeaway leftovers. Often using thinner, petrol and 

glue, to flee reality and the harsh conditions, and take away hunger through sniffing it 

with napkins and small pieces of cloth. 

 

But still, surviving. 



 

A good chance to add the concept and theme of this conference, ICE – Innovation, 

Creativity, Entrepreneurship. With their world reconstructed. We add these concepts to 

their life, and begin trusting their abilities to create lives with dignity. In fact, with these 

concepts invited in the vocabulary in their present life situation, they are already 

entrepreneurial. The type of, what we can call, “proto-entrepreneurship”, of deeply found 

and rooted survival skills and opportunity seeking. 

 

So, the more narrow entrepreneurial definition2, the one being associated to the 

establishment of businesses? Does it hold some relevance to their lives? Yes, if given a 

chance. There are many entrepreneurs already in the streets, selling groundnuts, candy, 

newspapers, second hand books and so.  In a deeper sense, entrepreneurship is associated 

with fulfilment of dreams and visions, of seeing alternatives in the future. 

 

So – in order to stipulate their entrepreneurial capabilities and give it feedback, we began 

investigating what dreams they were carrying. And if these dreams were having a content 

of entrepreneurial adventures. 

                                                 
2 It goes beyond the scope of this paper to have a broad discussion about the widely debated concept of 
entrepreneurship. We choose the encyclopaedic definition of “establishement of business” (as found in the NE), 
adding the I and the C to the cake. ICEing on the cake, in other words. 



III. Search Design III. Search Design ––    
the Survey and what story it tries to generate, and how 
 

Sitting at our favourite restaurant, we were about to begin our survey, in order to awaken 

their entrepreneurial spirit, and it was formulated in the jotting book just like that. Five 

minutes later we were going to the secretarial bureau to have it written and copied. Eight 

questions. 

 

1.1.  What is your name?What is your name?  

2.2.  How old are you?How old are you?  

3.3.  Why are you in the Street?Why are you in the Street?  

4.4.  What is yWhat is your dream our dream –– (a) for your life?  (b) for your world? (a) for your life?  (b) for your world?  

5.5.  What do you love to do? What are you good at?What do you love to do? What are you good at?  

6.6.  If you have had $800 (Ug. Shs. 1 400 000) today, what would you do with it?If you have had $800 (Ug. Shs. 1 400 000) today, what would you do with it?  

7.7.  What do you think the price would be of a house with seven (7) rooms, each room What do you think the price would be of a house with seven (7) rooms, each room 

wiwith two (2) triple beds with furnishings, one (1) common room and a Kitchen?th two (2) triple beds with furnishings, one (1) common room and a Kitchen?  

8.8.  Do you know how much School fees is for you per term in your level?Do you know how much School fees is for you per term in your level?  

 

Short and succinct, very intuitively set. 

 

The background of each question is given in the next chapter. 

 

What it collectively is trying to give and paint, is their preparedness – the “pre-

entrepreneurial attitudes”, if they are there. Or not. 

 

We decided to have every Sunday as the meeting day, in order to create a routine in their 

life – establishing in the future the “Sunday Business School”, was the intention in the 

phase II to come when the resources were there – a school to train them in entrepreneurial 

skills. Basic business. 

 

So, we joined up every Sunday with one big bag of carrots and one other big bag of small 

sweet bananas, and demanded of them not to use the sniffing, at least when we were 



there. We sat in a ring, and everyone was starting to tell their stories, 18th of November, 

2001. Five Magical Sundays later, we had completed the survey. 

 

The story of this process, and what happened in different occasions, will be told in the 

thesis, with a chapter more filled with explicit observations, and also some other details 

are going to be given in the fund raising book later this fall. 

 

Now, we present the result of the survey, with one remark. 

 

It is not taken on with a positivist methodology, talking of “representative” for the 

“population” of street living people in Kampala, trying to seek “generalizations” – we will 

only try to define tendencies and interesting findings collectively within this specific 

group. And take every answer as they are. There and then. 



IV. Questions and AnswersQuestions and Answers –  
the results with instant reflections 

 

Here, we give the results. 

 

0. We begin with the painted dreams; 

 

Dreams   Some summaric findings   

House 32  Only House 32 54% 

Car 6  House included 45 76% 

Driving a helicopter 2  Football gear incl 5 8% 

A bike 2  Business/occupational 16 27% 
House with helicopter 2  Business only 5 8% 
House and car 1     

Football, football clothes and shoes, a 
house, a bike, bikepants 1 

 
   

House with car, tv and stereo 1     

Football, football clothes, a house, a 
bike, training clothes, a watch 1 

 
   

Football shoes, bike, bikepants, 
stereo, a house 1 

 
   

House with small farm 1     

House with discoteque 1     

House with car 1     

Wrestler 1     

Special hire taxi driver 1     

School - want to be a teacher 1     

House and football clothes/ball 1     

An MTN shop - retail of MTN cash 
cards 1 

 
   

Taxi  1     

House, a car and a football 1     

 59     

      

 

When they were asked to unprejudiced give a picture of their dreams, there were 

predominantly giving variations of architectural drawings of future homes. Proximately 

found – the wanting of the own home with not having one at the present. 

 

Some of the boys in the group are skilled football players, so they wanted some football 

gear. And already here (to which be even more clear coming with the written survey with 

the related question), some business ideas showing up. 



1. Name 1. Name –– givin giving us the gender distribution within the groupg us the gender distribution within the group  

 

Gender  Distribution 

Male 35 59% 

Female 24 41% 

 59  

 

As shown, a majority of the group being boys. 

 

2. Age distribution2. Age distribution  

 

Age   Children, youth and adults   

up to 5 1     

6 to 10 4     

11 to 15 24  Number up to 15 29 49% 

16 to 20 14  Number up to 20 43 73% 

21 to 25 4  Number 21 and over 16 27% 

26 to 30 5     

31 to 35 1     

36 to 40 2     

41 to 45      

46 and above 2     

Unknown 2     

 59     

 

Here, we conclude that the majority being 20 years or below – three quarters, and half of 

the group being 15 or below. The absolutely youngest found to be sons/daughters of 

homeless parents also found in the streets in the same group, as found among the adults. 

Meaning whole families found in the street. 

 

When taking an oral survey, asking the group around, the absolute greater majority of the 

older kids have usually some years of primary schools behind them, and still have writing 

skills, even in English. Losing their parents when they were in their early primary years. 

 

 



3. Why being living in the streets3. Why being living in the streets  

 

Reason of street citizenship   Summary   

Orphan 21  Orphanage 31 53% 

Parents dead of unknown reason 9  Escape from abuse 6 10% 

Domestic violence 6  Esc fr ext violence 5 8% 

Conflict or war/civil insecurity/refugee 5  Unemployment 8 14% 

Parent unemployment and 
homelessness 5  Abandoned 4 7% 
Unemployment 3  Born on the street 1 2% 
Parents die of aids 1  Unknown 4 7% 

Coming with brother who later 
deserted 1     

Abandoned by parents 1     

Chased away from home after being 
pregnant 1     

Brought by a friend from village who 
abandoned on street 1     

Born on the street 1     

Unknown 4     

 59     

 

As found with the interview with Ivan, these findings reflects the reasons given by him. 

Also finding some being abandoned by their friends and siblings when coming to 

Kampala as an additional reason. 



 

4. What is your dream4. What is your dream  

a) …for your life? 

 

Dreams for life   Summary   

Education 17  Education only 17 29% 
House  9  House only 10 17% 

Land/house, business 2  Education + incl 23 39% 

House, toilet, bathroom and a shop 
and education for my daughter 1  House + incl 17 29% 

Buy a house and a car for myself 1  Occupations + incl 14 24% 

Driver and transporting goods 1  Business 7 12% 
Business 1     

Help the remaining few relatives, build 
a house and to work 1     

Driving and photography 1     

House and sports like boxing 1     

Singing and dancing 1     

House, money, to educate my children 1     

To be a nurse 1     

Driver or digging ditches 1     

Pilot and a wrestler 1     

Getting a place to live in 1     

Having a good life 1     

Education and house 1     

Driving   1     

Teacher 1     

To be self reliant 1     

Car 1     

To get something to do and leave the 
street 1     

To be well off and help my family and 
to have education 2     

To own a shop 1     

House and a job 1     

Untold 7     

 59     

      

 

What dominates the picture, is variations of house and education (given an overview 

of course the younger dreaming of getting back to school, and the parents willing to 

have their kids back in school also, as seen).  Already here, prospective entrepreneurs 

show up, 7 percent are dreaming of various business activities, predominantly retailing 

and “petty trading”. 



 

b) …for your world? 

 

Dreams for world   Summary   

Peace 27  Peaceful 33 56% 

Everyone should be friends 1  Family-oriented 2 3% 

Construct roads 1  Occupational/soc world 6 10% 

Wants to help one another in love of 
all ages in order to live happily 1     

Being with a family and caring after 
them 1     

To study 1     

Want to be policeman 1     

Love 1     

Help street kids 1     

"I'm in Uganda, boy" 1     

"I want this world to develop" 1     

To believe and fear one God 1     

Teaching young ones 1     

I want mummy 1     

Untold 19     

 59     

 

Totally dominating is the Quest for Peace. A world in peace. An universal willingness. 

 

An interesting fact is, when some were asked for dreams of their world, their so called 

“social world” were associated to – not the global community as such. Meaning “I 

want mummy” with the 6-year old… 

 

But also family and future work, like policeman. And locally, the Ugandan 

infrastructure build-up, wanting roads to be better! 

 



5. What they love to do 5. What they love to do –– and what they reckon themselves being good at and what they reckon themselves being good at  

 

Love to do   Summary - examples   

Shop keeping 7  Shop/selling 25 42% 

Selling things 6  Occupations 45 76% 

Driving 5     

Selling clothes 4     

Selling shoes 3     

Nursing 2     

Boxing 2     

Bank manager/banker 2     

To be a medical doctor 2     

Play football 2     

Business - shop or farmer 1     

Being employed and driving own car 1     

Sleeping well and washing dishes 1     

Study and be a helper of street kids 1     

Singing 1     

Driving 1     

"To go where I don't know" 1     

Make my own school 1     

Selling drinks 1     

Selling food 1     

To be a teacher 1     

To start a small business 1     

Building 1     

Sleeping   1     

Building and farming 1     

Untold 9     

 59     

 

When it comes to what they love to do, we have almost half of the group loving to 

start up a shop or retailing, and many also naming skills that could be ultimately the 

source of living if getting improved. 



 

Good at…  

Playing football 8 

Singing 5 

Shop keeping 4 

Selling shoes 2 

Playing football and singing 2 
Selling things 2 

Riding bicycle/motorcycle 2 

Weaving 2 

Reading 1 

Football 1 

Knows every work and willing to work 
everywhere 1 

Acting drama 1 

Washing dishes 1 

Boxing 1 

Singing, rapping 1 

House work 1 

Digging, mechanics 1 

Thinking 1 

Digging  2 

Selling produce 1 

Teaching 1 

Cooking food and baking 1 

Sowing 1 

Dancing 1 

Car repairing 1 

Driving 1 

Selling charcoal 1 

Building 1 

Digging and cooking 1 

Untold 10 

 59 

 

a) and b) together, gives together with the dreams pictured and told, that they love to 

do certain things when it comes to generating resources, but the dream is to be fulfilled 

predominantly building a house or getting an education; or both. Business the means, 

somewhere to live the end. And obviously developing some hobbies and talents in the 

spare time. 

 

 

 



6. What they should do with $8006. What they should do with $800  

 

This question is testing their willingness to invest long term or the temptation to consume 

short term. 

 

800 dollars spending   Summary   

Building a house 18  Investments   

Business 6  House 22 37% 

Build a house with a shop 5  House and/or business 52 88% 

Build a house and collect fellow street 
kids to stay with 3  Business only 12 20% 

Home and business 3     
Start a retail shop 2     
House for service  1     
Second hand shoe selling business 1     

Rent a house, buy household items, 
start up shoe repair business 1     

Build a shop and sell goods and get 
money 1     

"For the hard life on street really I do 
my level best to use that money and 
fulfil all my dreams" 1     

House, clothes and pay for education 1     

To make business to keep chicken 1     

Buy food, pay for education and save 
the balance 1     
Goats and cows and start a farm 1     

Get someone to assist me, get a place 
to live and get a job or go to school 1     

Driving permit or toolbox for 
mechanics 1     
Build a house with household things 1     

Nursery school 1     

Build a house and a boda-boda MC 1     

Buy food and chairs 1     

Untold 7     

 59     

 

This finding is among the greatest. No one wants to consume short term (even if the daily 

struggle for the food keeps them not to mention food directly more than in one case) – 

everyone wants to invest long term and for life – business, home, education. Among the 

business categories, still the retail shop being dominant, of the simple reason that they 

look around, and see what people really have in Kampala that dominates the business 

scene at this level – shops. 

 



The most explicit answer, 

 

“For the hard life on street really I do my level best to use that money and fulfil all my dreams”. 

 

Could it be expressed more clear?Could it be expressed more clear?  

  

7. Price for a future intended common home 7. Price for a future intended common home –– and 8. School fees and 8. School fees  

 

Here, the described house could be a common home, that we had in mind. To test their 

idea of how houses cost nowadays in Uganda. Some of them being quite accurate, in the 

higher brackets. But you cannot expect a 6-year old to have a picture of that…right? 

 

Coming to school fees, this was a bit more well known – and the prices vary when coming 

to the different qualities of the schools, and at different levels. Secondary being more 

expensive than the primary schools. Where two knew that you could have schooling for 

free with the UPE – universal primary education reform, as an option. 

 

Price for house   School fee  

17000 1  0 2 

25000 1  200 1 

60000 1  10000 2 

100000 4  15000 4 

200000 5  20000 2 

300000 2  20000 2 

400000 1  20000 1 

500000 2  22400 1 

600000 1  30000 4 

700000 3  30000 1 

1000000 4  37000 1 

2000000 5  40000 1 

2500000 1  50000 1 

3000000 3  60000 1 

5000000 6  70000 3 

6000000 2  80000 1 

8000000 2  85000 1 

10000000 1  100000 3 

15000000 1  150000 1 

20000000 2  190000 1 

25000000 1  200000 2 

Untold 10  250000 1 

 59  350000 1 

   Don't know 1 

   Untold 20 

    59 



 

Dream painting, the artisan workshop, and survey answering  

in a park in the middle of Kampala on a Sunday. 

 
 
 

V. Analysis and preliminary conclusionV. Analysis and preliminary conclusion –  
human spirits waiting to be flourished 
 

At this level, when we have collected all the results above, a clear picture steps forward. 

 

This is an untapped resource of human spirit, which being given the chance and the 

means, would take the opportunity to get back to life as it was before their life situation 

got as it became. 

 

The preparedness and willingness of business establishment is there, meaning that if 

entrepreneurial skills would be trained, this provides a strong resource of future growth 

both at the individual level and for Uganda as a whole3. 

 

 

                                                 
3 The analysis at this level consciously thin, aware of that, but with the three narratives to come in the final 
formulation of the chapter in the Master’s Thesis, and coming together with all the stories of Micro 
Entrepreneurship in the Appendix II given, coming to the intended final structure of the Thesis with TOC 
synopsis a more detailed and nuanced picture will be given here, and in combination in the end of the Thesis. 



Appendix I. Three examples of  Dream Pictures and Surveys.Appendix I. Three examples of  Dream Pictures and Surveys.  

 

The Nurse 
 
 

 



 



The Rapper 
 

 



 



The Wrestler 
 

 



 


